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This also helps prevent an Estrogen rebound when you stop using Nolvadex. The right dosage for PCT with Clomid. As we mentioned earlier, most seasoned bodybuilders recommend starting with 100mg/day of Clomid for your PCT.
We say that you start lower. With say 50mg/day for a week, 25 for two weeks after this and 12.5 for the last week.
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just take the nolva/clomid combo for your pct. Do not combine arimidex and nolva this is a known fact that nolva will affect arimidex's effectiveness. Read the info about arimidex interaction with nolva.
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A lot of people talk about post cycle therapy in relation to anabolic steroids. I don't do steroids, but I do use SARMs. So I do use post cycle therapy (PCT) solutions, and using Arimidex for bodybuilding post cycle therapy and gains
maintenance is something I have done for a long time.. I want to talk to you in detail about why I decided Arimidex PCT was the best solution for me.
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Some steroid cycles only require Clomid for PCT. Others only require Nolvadex for PCT. Generally, however, you'll find that most post cycle therapy cycles actually combine the two together, as they often work in synergy with one
another and bring the best out of each other.
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